Identity

Identity

TO BE WORKED THROUGH IN CONJUNCTION WITH VIDEO:
http://tinyurl.com/100KVAIdentity
This module might by far be one of the scariest in the whole program! Calm down, its not that scary –
lets say its more going to make you question a lot of different things ☺ For one thing, its going
to open your eyes to the fact NOT everyone is your client. You will no longer be a generalist Virtual
Assistant.
Knowing YOUR identity and your CLIENTS identity intimately will ensure that you are not only
attracting the right kind of people, but it will completely affect the way you sell. The reason why is
because it changes the way you speak, behave and act. It changes everything.
It ensures that you remain authentic to yourself and that you be who you truly are, NOT what you
think your clients want you to be.
This module is divided into multiple sections. There is:
1. An overview video on the module
2. The following questions To help You Clarify Your identity and Your clients identity
3. Supplementary video Exploring your identity further
4. Additional Vlogs To Help Your Understanding of Various Topics

Remember a few days ago I got you to complete the 5 min personality Test and then Work out how
to appeal to the different ways people make decisions? Well please use this new found knowledge
of yourself to help you explore your identity. AS for the decision making activity - we will use
that later on when you learn to sell yourself :)
Trust the program, there is much integrations that you will not realize until the very end!
What are you awesome at. What is The most fun . What would you want to do every single day and not
get bored or frustrated. Be honest with yourself. think outside the box.

What are your deal breakers in your business. That is what are you NEVER going to allow to happen.
What will warrant an instant firing of a client. This will help you delve further in your own
identity and also the kind of people you want to work with. For example perhaps someone asking for
your resume is a deal breaker. This deal breaker might make you feel that the potential client is
treating you like an employee rather than an equal participant to their business. Sure you might be
able to change their perception, but can you be bothered. These are the questions you need to ask
yourself to determine what are YOUR deal breakers. List them below.

If you have read my book then you will have seen the kinds of questions you need to consider when
finding your ideal client.
They included:
" Are they male or female
" How old are they
" Do they have children
" Are they married, de facto, single, divorced, FIFO
" Where do they live
" What industry do they work in (if applicable)
" How much money do they make
" What do they call themselves
" What annoys them
" Where do they waste the most time
" What are their secret desires
" What makes them wake up every morning
" What social media platforms do they hang out on
" How do they like to learn (audio/visual/mixed etc)
Go ahead and describe your perfect client

"Howpatient/impatientarethey
"Whatlanguagedotheyspeak
"Howdotheydescribethemselves
"Howdoothersdescribethem
"Whatdotheyvalue
"Whataretheirinterestsorhobbies
"Wheredotheyhangout
"Whatkindoffriendsdotheyhave
"Whataretheirgoals

If you haven't guessed it yet, part of what we're working on here is niching. You ABSOLUTELY MUST
niche down in your business to move away from being a commodity and to start becoming an
authority in your business.
Authorities charge premium dollars and demand awesome clients that absolutely do not buy them
on price. They buy them on their expertise. This is what we are creating for you. An expert persons
profile that does not have the title 'Virtual Assistant' in it so we can start to separate you from
the pack.
Your niche must be narrow but deep. It must be well defined but have a decent number of people that
fall into the definition. Simply stating that you help small business owners for example is FAR too
broad. It will be impossible to market to them effectively and it will make more sense next week
when we explore your clients bruises.
This can be difficult for many virtual assistants to define as they are so used to helping everyone.
this is why we started with firstly what are you awesome at and what you love doing, then what
kind of people you like working with.
For if i asked you to pick your market first and then explore that niche it would have likely been
difficult. So if you are stuck on deciding on your niche, then decide FIRST on what you are going
to be an expert in service wise (regardless of who needs that service) THEN we can later on
concentrate on whom wants those services specifically.
Many VAs decide to skip this part and really just want to stick helping everyone with everything.

These VAs fail in getting to six figures.
For you cannot package your services effectively & automate the shit out of your business if are a
generalist helping everyone with everything. You will be grey and easily replaced.
When you know exactly what you stand for in your business. What you want to be famous for in
your niche's world then you can refine your title so it reflects your true identity. just like a
previous 100KVA student who went from being a 'Virtual Assistant' to a 'Member Motivator' too
will embrace who you truly are rather than joining a pack and being just like everyone else.
For that's what we are doing - standing up and being different.
Do you know yet what you want to be known for? What your expertise will be?

Are there people you like working with that need that service and don't participate in your deal
breakers. List them below.

I am sure you will have realised now that deciding who to work with is not as simple as "whom
ever will pay me" which is what most businesses decide on.
Yes it can be hard to reject clients who are willing to give you money if you are in desperate need
BUT in the long run if they are not your ideal client then it will end poorly. With either you
frustrated and annoying, them frustrated and annoyed or both!
Spend this week really deciding on who you want to be (it must feel natural and not fake authenticity is important here). Be who you want to be - not who you think your clients want you
to be.
Most importantly what ever you decide now is not set in stone! you can and likely will change
your mind over the years and tha'ts okay. As long as your marketing message, packages and so
forth line up at all times.

